Documentation Panels
Like you never seen them before!
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What is a Documentation Panel?

A Documentation Panel Is...

- Shared concrete evidence with:
  - administrators
  - staff
  - families
A Documentation Panel Is

- Includes valuable learning that:
  - records, reflects, and relates to knowledge

A Documentation Is...

- Not a Bulletin Board
  - Documentation panel should show the students' work, not the teachers

A Documentation Is....

- Not Teacher centered
- Not Over stimulating
- Not centered around several topics
4 things every documentation panel should have

1. Ask a question
   a. Answer the question
      i. pictures
      ii. research based evidence
      iii. anecdotal notes

1. Quotes from the children
   a. Articles or hands out for others to learn more information on the topic

Now kick it up a touch and make it interactive!!!!

Make your documentation panel interactive

- Add an element to your documentation panel that the children, staff, and families can manipulate
  - Be creative- there are endless possibilities!

Examples:

The interactive piece allows the children to be excerpts.
What the interaction is used for…

- To further the learning of the topic the documentation panel is centered around
- Transition to into the classroom or within the classroom

What the interaction is used for…

- Time for the children to interact with their families and show them what they are learning at school.
- Used to help children self regulate
  - The children can play with the interact piece uninterrupted

Classroom Examples
Activity Time!!!!!

Wrap-up

- Sharing
- Questions
- Walk to look at our documentation panels